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SUMS OF COMMUTATORS IN FREE PROBABILITY
WIKTOR EJSMONT AND FRANZ LEHNER
Abstract. We study the linear span of commutators of free random variables and show that
these are the only quadratic forms which satisfy the following equivalent properties:
‚ preservation free infinite divisibility,
‚ cancellation of odd cumulants in the weak and strong sense,
‚ symmetric distribution for any free family.
The main combinatorial tool is an involution on non-crossing partitions. We conclude the paper
with a central limit theorem for weighted sums of free commutators and anticommutators,
featuring the free tangent and zigzag laws. In addition we indicate random matrix models for
these limits and compute generalized tetilla distributions.
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1. Introduction
Free probability was introduced by Voiculescu 30 years ago [59, 57] in order to solve some
problems in von Neumann algebras of free groups. It has developed into a whole new field with
numerous connections to different branches of mathematics like classical probability, combina-
torics and analysis, in particular random matrices [60], noncrossing partitions [46] and operator
algebras. Free probability is considered the most developed branch of noncommutative proba-
bility and during its development far-reaching analogies between classical and free probability
emerged. For example, there is a central limit theorem with the famous Wigner semicircle law
appearing in the limit, a corresponding Brownian motion, and more generally, one of the most
striking features is the existence of the Bercovici-Pata bijection [11] between infinitely divisible
distributions in the classical and the free world.
In the present article we continue our investigation of the distribution of quadratic forms [26].
The main result is a characterization of quadratic forms which preserve free infinitely divisibility.
It was shown in [7] that the free commutator of ‘-infinitely divisible random variables is also
‘-infinitely divisible and the authors ask whether there are other noncommutative polynomials
which preserve free infinite divisibility. In [26] we showed that any quadratic form in free
random variables which exhibits the phenomenon of cancellation of odd cumulants, i.e., whose
distribution does not depend on the odd cumulants of the distributions of the original variables,
preserves free infinite divisibility. Examples are the free commutator [47] and the free sample
variance [26]. Note that the cancellation phenomenon for the latter only holds for free identically
distributed families, while in the former arbitrary free random variables can be inserted.
In the present paper we give a unified proof of these results. In addition we record the obser-
vation that the cancellation phenomenon for the commutator also occurs without the freeness
assumption, i.e., the remarkable phenomenon that the mixed odd cumulants cancel for sums of
commutators of arbitrary noncommutative random variables. Using these results we introduce
generalized tetilla laws and we establish a central limit theorem for quadratic forms, in par-
ticular, the sums of free commutators and mixed sums of commutators and anti-commutators.
The respective limit laws are infinitely divisible and we call them the free tangent law and the
free zigzag law according to the combinatorial interpretation of their cumulants.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic Notation and Terminology. A tracial noncommutative probability space is a
pair pA, τq where A is a von Neumann algebra, and τ : A Ñ C is a normal, faithful, tracial
state, i.e., τ is linear and continuous in the weak* topology, τpXY q “ τpY Xq, τpIq “ 1,
τpXX˚q ě 0 and τpXX˚q “ 0 implies X “ 0 for all X, Y P A. The basic example of a
noncommutative probability space is the algebra of complex N ˆ N matrices MNpCq. The
unique tracial state is the normalized trace τNpAq “ 1N TrpAq “ 1N
ř
Aii.
The elements X P Asa are called (noncommutative) random variables; in the present paper all
random variables are assumed to be self-adjoint. Given a noncommutative random variable
X P Asa, the spectral theorem provides a unique probability measure µX on R which encodes
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the distribution of X in the state τ , i.e., τpfpXqq “ şR fpλq dµXpλq for any bounded Borel
function f on R.
2.2. Free Independence, Free Convolution and Free infinite Divisibility. A family of
von Neumann subalgebras pAiqiPI of A is called free if τpX1 . . . Xnq “ 0 whenever τpXjq “ 0
for all j “ 1, . . . , n and Xj P Aipjq for some indices ip1q ‰ ip2q ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ ipnq. Random variables
X1, . . . , Xn are freely independent (free) if the subalgebras they generate are free. Free random
variables can be constructed using the reduced free product of von Neumann algebras [58].
For more details about free convolutions and free probability theory we refer the reader to the
standard sources [57, 48, 45].
It can be shown that the joint distribution of free random variables Xi is uniquely determined
by the distributions of the individual random variables Xi and therefore the operation of free
convolution is well defined: Let µ and ν be probability measures on R, and X, Y self-adjoint
free random variables with respective distributions µ and ν, The distribution of X`Y is called
the free additive convolution of µ and ν and is denoted by µ‘ ν.
2.3. The Cauchy-Stieltjes Transform and Free Convolution. The analytic approach to
free convolution is based on the Cauchy transform
Gµpzq “
ż
R
1
z ´ yµpdyq.(2.1)
of a probability measure µ. The Cauchy transform is analytic on the upper half plane C` “
tx ` iy|x, y P R, y ą 0u and takes values in the closed lower half plane C´ Y R. For measures
with compact support the Cauchy transform is analytic at infinity and related to the moment
generating function MX as follows:
MXpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
τpXnq zn “ 1
z
GXp1{zq.(2.2)
Moreover the Cauchy transform has an inverse in some neighbourhood of infinity which has the
form
G´1µ pzq “ 1z `Rµpzq,
where Rµpzq is analytic in a neighbourhood of zero and is called R-transform. The coefficients
of its series expansion
RXpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
Kn`1pXq zn.(2.3)
are called free cumulants of the random variable X, see Section 2.10 below. We also define the
free cumulant transform or free cumulant generating function as the shift CXpzq :“ zRXpzq.
The free convolution can now be computed via the identity
Rµ‘νpzq “ Rµpzq `Rνpzq,(2.4)
see [59].
In order to accomodate for measures with noncompact support, the following reformulation
is useful [10]. Let Fµpzq “ 1{Gµpzq be the reciprocal Cauchy transform. Then Fµpzq has an
analytic right compositional inverse F´1µ on a region
Γη,M “ tz P C | |Re z| ă η Im z, Im z ąMu;
the Voiculescu transform is defined as the function
φµpzq “ F´1µ pzq ´ z
which turns out to be φµpzq “ Rµp1{zq.
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2.4. Free infinite divisibility. In analogy with classical probability, a probability measure µ
on R is said to be freely infinitely divisible (or FID for short) if for each n P t1, 2, 3, . . . u there
exists a probability measure µn such that µ “ µn ‘ µn ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘ µn (n-fold convolution).
Free infinite divisibility of a measure µ is characterized by the property that its Voiculescu
transform has a Nevanlinna-Pick representation [12]
(2.5) φµpzq “ γ `
ż
R
1` xz
z ´ x ρpdxq “ γ `
ż
R
ˆ
1
z ´ x `
x
1` x2
˙
p1` x2q ρpdxq
for some γ P R and some nonnegative finite measure ρ.
We recall a general method to compute Le´vy measures from [6]. In terms of the free cumulant
transform the Le´vy-Khintchine representation takes the form [10]
(2.6) Cµpzq “ cz ` az2 `
ż
R
ˆ
1
1´ xz ´ 1´ xz1t|x|ă1upxq
˙
νpdxq
for some c P R, a ě 0 and a nonnegative measure ν satisfying νpt0uq “ 0 and şR mint1, x2uνpdxq ă8. The triplet pc, a, νq is called the free characteristic triplet, a is called the semicircular com-
ponent and ν is called the free Le´vy measure of µ. The measure ρ can be calculated using the
Stieltjes inversion formulaż v
u
p1` x2qρpdxq “ ´ 1
pi
lim
Ñ0`
ż v
u
Imφµpx` iqdx
for all points of continuity u, v of ρ. Considering the relation Rµpzq “ φp1z q and (2.6) we obtain
1`x2
x2
ρ|Rzt0u “ ν|Rzt0u and ρpt0uq “ a. In particular, if the function ´ 1piφµpx ` iq converges
uniformly to a continuous function fµpxq as  Ñ 0` on an interval ru, vs, then ρ is absolutely
continuous in ru, vs with density fµpxq. Hence, ν is also absolutely continuous in ru, vs with
density 1`x2
x2
fµpxq. Regarding atoms, their mass is given by
(2.7) νptxuq “ 1
x2
lim
Ñ0`
iφµpx` iq.
Combinatorially, the characterization (2.6) is equivalent to the statement that the sequence of
free cumulants is conditionally positive definite, i.e., for all n P N and all vectors ξ P Cn
(2.8)
nÿ
i,j“1
ξisξjKi`jpXq ě 0.
Equivalently, the Hankel determinants rKi`jpXqsi,j“1,2,...,n are positive for all n ě 1, see [48,
Lecture 13]. This is in particular the case when the cumulants form a moment sequence, i.e.,
Knpµq “ λmnpνq for some λ ą 0 and some probability measure ν. In this case µ is called a
compound free Poisson distribution of rate λ with jump distribution ν.
2.5. Some probability distributions. Let us now recall the basic properties of some specific
probability distributions which play prominent roles in the present paper.
2.5.1. Wigner semicircle law. The Wigner semicircle law has density
(2.9) dµpxq “ 1
2pi
?
4´ x2 dx
on ´2 ď x ď 2. Its Cauchy-Stieltjes transform is given by the formula
(2.10) Gµpzq “ z ´
?
z2 ´ 4
2
,
where |z| is big enough and where the branch of the analytic square root is determined by the
condition that Impzq ą 0 ñ ImpGµpzqq ď 0 (see [49]).
A non-commutative random variable X with semicircle law is called semicircular or free gauss-
ian random variable. The reason for the latter is the fact that its free cumulants Kr “ 0 for
r ą 2 and it appears in the free version of the central limit theorem.
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2.5.2. Tetilla law. If X and Y are two free semicircular random variables with variance one
then the law µ of the commutator ipXY ´ Y Xq is supported on the interval |x| ă 11` 5?5
and is absolutely continuous with density
µpdxq “ 1
2
?
3pi |x|
„
3
b
1` 18x2 ` 3?3x2 ` 33x4 ´ 6x6 ´ 3
b
1` 18x2 ´ 3?3x2 ` 33x4 ´ 6x6

dx.
The above density is rescaled from [23, equation (2.8)]. The name tetilla law has its origin in
the similarity of its density with the tetilla cheese from Galicia, see [23].
2.5.3. Even elements. We call an element X P A even if all its odd moments vanish, i.e.,
τpX2i`1q “ 0 for all i ě 0. It is immediate that the vanishing of all odd moments is equivalent
to the vanishing of all odd cumulants, i.e., K2i`1pXq “ 0 and thus the even cumulants contain
the complete information about the distribution of an even element. The sequence αn “ K2npXq
of even cumulants is called the determining sequence of X.
2.6. Convergence in distribution and free central limit theorem. The classical central
limit theorem asserts that the distribution of
X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn?
n
,
for a given family of i.i.d. random variables converges in distribution to the normal law as n
goes to infinity. In noncommutative probability we say that a sequence Xn of random variables
converges in distribution towards X as nÑ 8, denoted by
Xn
distrÝÝÝÑ X
if we have for all m P N
lim
nÑ8 τpX
m
n q “ τpXmq or equivalently lim
nÑ8KmpXnq “ KmpXq.
As shown by Voiculescu, in the free analogue of the central limit theorem the normal law is
replaced by the semicircle law. For combinatorial proofs of more general central limit theorems
see Speicher [53], which serves as a model for our proof below.
2.7. Random matrices. The semicircle law arises also as the asymptotic spectral distribution
of certain random matrices.
An N ˆM complex Gaussian random matrix is a matrix X “ rxi,jsNˆMi,j“1 whose entries form
an i.i.d. complex Gaussian family with mean zero and variance Ep|xi,j|2q “ 1N , i.e., the real
parts Re xij and the imaginary parts Imxij together form an i.i.d. family of Np0, 12N q random
variables.
An N ˆN GUE random matrix is a matrix YN “ ryijsNˆNi,j“1 of the form YN “ X`X˚?2 where X
is an N ˆ N complex Gaussian random matrix, i.e., the family tyii | 1 ď i ď Nu Y tRe yij |
1 ď i ă j ď Nu Y tIm yij | 1 ď i ă j ď Nu is an independent family of real gaussian random
variables with variance Var yii “ 1{N and Var yij “ 12N for i ă j. It is well known that the
moments spectral distribution converge to the moments of the standard Wigner semicircle law
(2.9)
lim
NÑ8 τNpY
m
N q “ 12pi
ż 2
´2
xm
?
4´ x2 dx “
#
1
n`1
`
2n
n
˘
if m “ 2n is even,
0 otherwise,
with respect to the normalized trace τN . In the language of section 2.6 this means that YN
converges in distribution to a semicircular element with respect to the expectation functional
τN .
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2.8. Convergence in eigenvalues. Recently in the study of the fine structure of random
matrices convergence with respect to the nonnormalized trace turned out to be useful [19]. We
say that a sequence of N ˆN deterministic matrices AN has limit distribution µ with respect
to the nonnormalized trace if for every m P N the moments satisfy
lim
NÑ8TrpA
m
Nq “
ż
tmdµptq.
Note that in this case µ is not necessarily a probability measure and that the limit with respect
to the normalized trace τN is zero. Moreover the limit distribution is discrete [19, Proposi-
tion 2.10] and under certain conditions the eigenvalues converge pointwise [19, Proposition 2.8].
2.9. Noncrossing Partitions. Let S Ď N be a finite subset. A partition of S is a set of
mutually disjoint subsets (also called blocks) B1, B2, . . . , Bk Ď S whose union is S. Any parti-
tion pi defines an equivalence relation on S, denoted by „pi, such that the equivalence classes
are the blocks pi. That is, i „pi j if i and j belong to the same block of pi. A partition pi is
called noncrossing if different blocks do not interlace, i.e., there is no quadruple of elements
i ă j ă k ă l such that i „pi k and j „pi l but i pi j.
The set of non-crossing partitions of S is denoted by NC pSq, in the case where S “ rns :“
t1, . . . , nu we write NC pnq :“ NC prnsq. NC pnq is a poset under refinement order, where we
say pi ď ρ if every block of pi is contained in a block of ρ. It turns out that NC pnq is in
fact a lattice, see [48, Lecture 9]. The subclass of noncrossing pair partitions (i.e., noncrossing
complete matchings) is denoted by NC 2pnq.
The maximal element of NC pnq under this order is the partition consisting of only one block
and it is denoted by 1ˆn. On the other hand the minimal element 0ˆn is the unique partition
where every block is a singleton. Sometimes it is convenient to visualize partitions as diagrams,
for example 1ˆn “ ¨ ¨ ¨ and 0ˆn “ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
We will be concerned with specific properties of noncrossing partitions. A partition is called
even if each of its blocks has even cardinality. For even n P N we denote by NCE pnq the subset
of even noncrossing partitions and by NCE cpnq the subset of odd noncrossing partitions, i.e.,
those which have at least one odd block.
We will apply the product formula (2.15) below only in the case of pairwise products of ran-
dom variables and in this case two specific pair partitions and their complements will play a
particularly important role, namely the standard matching 1ˆn2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ P NC p2nq, which is
a kind of inflation of 1ˆ2n and its shift ν0n “ ¨ ¨ ¨ P NC p2nq. The blocks p2k ´ 1, 2kq,
k P rns of the standard matching 1ˆn2 , are called standard braces.
The action of the symmetric group Sn on the set rns naturally induces an action on set parti-
tions, namely
(2.11) σ ¨ pi “ tσpBq | B P piu.
2.10. Free Cumulants. Given a noncommutative probability space pA, τq the free cumulants
are multilinear maps Kn : An Ñ C defined implicitly in terms of the mixed moments by the
relation
τpX1X2 . . . Xnq “
ÿ
piPNC pnq
KpipX1, X2, . . . , Xnq,(2.12)
where
KpipX1, X2, . . . , Xnq :“ ΠBPpiK|B|pXi : i P Bq.(2.13)
Sometimes we will abbreviate univariate cumulants as KnpXq “ KnpX, . . . , Xq.
The action (2.11) of a permutation on noncrossing partitions may introduce crossings. This is
however not the case for cyclic permutations and mirror permutations. We record their effect
on tracial cumulants in the following lemma, which follows directly from the corresponding
properties of the trace.
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Lemma 2.1. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P A be random variables in a tracial probability space, then
(i) KnpX1, X2, . . . , Xnq “ KnpXn˚ , Xn˚´1, . . . , X1˚ q
(ii) KnpX2, X3, . . . , Xn, X1q “ KnpX1, X2, . . . , Xnq.
Free cumulants provide a powerful technical tool to investigate free random variables. This is
due to the basic property of vanishing of mixed cumulants. By this we mean the property that
KnpX1, X2, . . . , Xnq “ 0
for any family of random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn which can be partitioned into two mutually
free subsets.
For free sequences this can be reformulated as follows. Let pXiqiPN be a sequence of free random
variables and h : rrs Ñ N a map. We denote by kerh the set partition which is induced by the
equivalence relation
i „kerh j ðñ hpiq “ hpjq.
In this notation, vanishing of mixed cumulants implies that
(2.14) KpipXhp1q, Xhp2q, . . . , Xhprqq “ 0 unless kerh ě pi.
Our main technical tool is the free version, due to Krawczyk and Speicher [38] (see also [48,
Theorem 11.12]), of the classical formula of James and Leonov/Shiryaev [36, 40] which expresses
cumulants of products in terms of individual cumulants.
Theorem 2.2. Let r, n P N and i1 ă i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ir “ n be given and let
ρ “ tp1, 2, . . . , i1q, pi1 ` 1, i1 ` 2, . . . , i2q, . . . , pir´1 ` 1, ir´1 ` 2, . . . , irqu P NC pnq
be the induced interval partition. Consider now random variables X1, . . . , Xn P A. Then the
free cumulants of the products can be expanded as follows:
KrpX1 . . . Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1`1 . . . Xnq “
ÿ
piPNC pnq
pi_ρ“1ˆn
KpipX1, . . . , Xnq.(2.15)
2.11. Kreweras Complements. Kreweras [39] discovered an interesting antiisomorphism of
the lattice NC pnq, now called the Kreweras complementation map, of which we will need two
variants. Given a noncrossing partition pi of t1, 2, . . . , nu, the left Kreweras complement àpi is the
maximal noncrossing partition of the ordered set t1¯, 2¯, . . . , n¯u such that pi Yàpi is a noncrossing
partition of the interlaced set t1¯, 1, 2¯, 2, . . . , n¯, nu. Similarly, the right Kreweras complement
ápi is the maximal noncrossing partition of the ordered set t1¯, 2¯, . . . , n¯u such that pi Y ápi is a
noncrossing partition of the interlaced set t1, 1¯, 2, 2¯, . . . , n, n¯u. The two maps are inverse to
each other and it can be shown that
(2.16) |ápi | “ |àpi | “ n` 1´ |pi| .
This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.3 ([48, Ch. 17]). Let
fpz1, . . . , zmq “
8ÿ
n“1
mÿ
i1,...,in“1
azi1 ,...,zinzi1 . . . zin and gpz1, . . . , zmq “
8ÿ
n“1
mÿ
i1,...,in“1
bzi1 ,...,zinzi1 . . . zin ,
be two formal noncommutative power series. Their boxed convolution is defined as the coefficient
of order pi1, . . . , inq of the formal power series f ‹ g which is defined as
Cfpi1,...,inqpf ‹ gq “
ÿ
piPNC pnq
Cfpi1,...,inq,pipfqCfpi1,...,inq,ápipgq.
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The boxed convolution ‹ ist most frequently used with the so called the Zeta-series and the
Mo¨bius-series, which are defined as
ζmpz1, . . . , zmq “
8ÿ
n“1
mÿ
i1,...,in“1
zi1 . . . zin
Mo¨bmpz1, . . . , zmq “
8ÿ
n“1
p´1qn`1 p2n´ 2q!pn´ 1q!n!pz1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zmq
n.
The functions ζm and Mo¨bm are inverse to each other with respect to ‹ . In order to compute
cumulants of quadratic forms we use the following results from our previous paper [26].
Lemma 2.4 ([26, Lemma 2.14]). Let r P N and pi P NCE p2rq, then pi _ 1ˆr2 “ 1ˆ2r if and only if
pi ě ν0r “ ¨ ¨ ¨ , i.e., 1 and 2r lie in the same block of pi and elements 2i and 2i` 1 also
lie in the same block of pi for i P rr ´ 1s. Consequently
tpi : pi _ 1ˆr2 “ 1ˆ2ru X NCE p2rq “ rν0r, 1ˆ2rs,
is a lattice isomorphic to NC prq.
We will use the following result from [26] to compute cumulants of quadratic forms in even
random variables.
Proposition 2.5 ([26, Proposition 4.5]). Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P A be a free family of even ran-
dom variables, X “ rXiXjsni,j“1, A “ rai,jsni,j“1 P MnpCq a scalar matrix and Qn “
ř
ai,jXiXj
a quadratic form.
(i) The cumulants of Qn are given by
KrpQnq
“
ÿ
i1,...,irPrns
TrpAEi1AEi2 . . . AEirq
ÿ
piPNCEp2rq
pi_1ˆr2“1ˆ2r
KpipXir , Xi1 , Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xir´1 , Xirq.(2.17)
(ii) If we assume in addition that Xi are identically distributed then the previous formula
simplifies to the following convolution-like expression
(2.18) KrpQnq “
ÿ
piPNC prq
TrpEDàpi pAqq
ź
BPpi
K2|B|pXq.
where
(2.19)
ED : MnpCq ÑMnpCq
A ÞÑ
nÿ
i“1
EiAEi,
is the conditional expectation onto diagonal matrices, i.e., by Ei we denote the projection matrix
onto the i-th unit vector.
Remark 2.6. In the case of a free standard semicircular family formula (2.18) has only one
contributing term and takes the particularly simple form
(2.20) KrpQnq “ TrpArnq.
2.12. Special notations and definitions for noncrossing partitions.
Definition 2.7. A lattice pL,ďq is called bounded if it has a unique minimal and a unique
maximal element, usually denoted 0ˆ and 1ˆ, respectively. Let a P L. An element b P L is
called a complement of a if a ^ b “ 0ˆ and a _ b “ 1ˆ. We will need the weaker notion of upper
complements, i.e., the set
tb P L | a_ b “ 1ˆu.
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We denote the set of upper complements of 1ˆn2 in NC p2nq by
C2n “ tpi P NC p2nq | pi _ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 1ˆ2nu.
Among these we single out the even ones
Ce2n “ C2n X NCE p2nq,
and the remaining ones
Co2n “ C2nzNCE p2nq,
which have at least one odd block. Our aim is to show that under certain conditions the
contributions of Co2n in the expansion (2.15) cancel each other. To this end we will define an
involution on Co2n in Section 3. This involution is based on the concept of inner odd blocks,
which we present next.
Definition 2.8. Let pi be a noncrossing partition and B,B1 P pi two distinct blocks of pi.
1. We denote by αpBq “ minB and ωpBq “ maxB its extreme points. The interval IpBq “
rαpBq, αpBq ` 1, . . . , ωpBqs is called the padding interval of B.
2. Given another block B1 P pi we say that B1 is nested inside B if IpB1q Ď IpBq, i.e., if
αpBq ă αpB1q ď ωpB1q ă ωpBq.
3. An inner odd block of pi is a block B P pi such that no other odd block of pi is nested inside B.
In particular, every singleton is an inner odd block. Let us emphasize that for our purposes
we allow even blocks to be nested inside inner odd blocks; see Figure 1 for examples.
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
(a) An inner odd block
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
(b) An inner odd block
¨ ¨ ¨
(c) A non-inner odd block
Figure 1. Inner and non-inner odd blocks
Before proceeding with further definitions we record in the next lemma some preliminary facts
about inner odd blocks.
Lemma 2.9. Let pi P NCE cp2nq, then
(i) pi has at least one inner odd block.
(ii) If B P pi is an inner odd block, then its padding interval IpBq is odd, the end points αpBq
and ωpBq have the same parity and the complement r2nszB is a union of intervals, out of
which exactly one is odd.
Proof. (i) The first part is obvious if pi has a singleton, otherwise pick the leftmost odd block
B P pi. If it does not cover another odd block, we are done. Otherwise we choose the
leftmost odd block nested inside B and continue the procedure recursively until an inner
odd block is reached. It is easy to see that it is actually the leftmost inner odd block.
(ii) Let IpBq be an interval. Then the complement of IpBq is a union of intervals and by
definition those intervals which are covered by B are even. It follows that the padding
interval IpBq is the union of even blocks and exactly one odd block and therefore odd.
Consequently αpBq and ωpBq have the same parity and exactly one of the “outer” intervals
r1, αpBq ´ 1s and rωpBq ` 1, 2ns is odd (if IpBq “ r1, 2, .., 2k ` 1s, then r1, αpBq ´ 1s is
empty set).

Definition 2.10. Let pi be a noncrossing partition and B,B1 P pi two distinct blocks of pi.
1. Given a block C P ρ from another partition ρ, we say that C connects B and B1 if both
B X C ‰ H and B1 X C ‰ H.
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2. Let pi P Co2n and B its leftmost inner odd block. By Lemma 2.9 the padding interval IpBq
has odd length and therefore there is a unique standard brace [pi P 1ˆn2 such that IpBq X [pi
contains exactly one element. We call [pi the pivot brace of pi. The unique point in the
intersection of the pivot brace and the leftmost inner odd block is called the pivot element.
In our figures the pivot brace will be highlighted by thick lines. Associated to the pivot
brace we call the two unique blocks $pi,%pi P pi such that $pi X[pi ‰ H and %pi X[pi ‰ H
the left and right pivot blocks of pi.
3. For the pivot blocks we define the essentially nested blocks, namely if A P t$pi,%piu, then
NpAq :“ tB | B P pi and B nest inside Az[piu,
where the notation Az[pi means that we remove those elements of A which are included in
the pivot block [pi, see Figure 2.
$pi %pi
[pi
Np$piq “ tp2, 3q, p6, 7qu
Np%piq “ tp12, 13qu
$pi
%pi
[pi
Np$piq “ tp4, 5qu
Np%piq “ tp8, 9q, p12, 13qu.
Figure 2. Examples of pivot blocks $pi, %pi, pivot braces braces [pi and essen-
tially nested blocks.
For scalar a, b, c P C we denote by r c ab c sn the element in MnpCq, where the diagonal elements
are equal to c and the upper-triangular entries are equal to a and lower-triangular elements are
b.
3. An involution on Co2n
We illustrate the idea of the proof on the simplest example which is the commutator XY ´Y X.
We expand the cumulant KrpXY ´ Y Xq multilinearly, apply the product formula (2.15) and
obtain a sum
(3.1)
ÿ
piPNC p2rq
pi_ ¨ ¨ ¨ “1ˆ2r
KpipX1, X2, . . . , Xnq
where for X1, X2, . . . , Xn P tX, Y u; our involution will then provide a matching of equal terms
with opposite signs roughly by shifting the endpoint of leftmost inner odd block according to
the pattern shown in Figure 9.
However the definition of the involution is not as straightforward as it seems at a first glance.
The complication arises from the fact that for certain partitions the leftmost inner odd block
loses its property of being leftmost after the shift, see example (3.5) below. For this reason
these partitions must be treated differently, by “flipping” certain intervals. Therefore we will
call them flip partitions and their description is the content of the next subsection.
3.1. Flip partitions.
Lemma 3.1. Let pi P Co2n. If pi has two inner odd blocks which are connected by a standard
brace then all other blocks of pi are even.
Proof. If two inner odd blocks B and B1 are connected, they must lie adjacent to each other. Let
B be to the left of B1, then ωpBq is odd and αpB1q is even, see Figure 3. But then the interval
J “ IpBq Y IpB1q is even and the blocks of 1ˆn2 which are contained in J are not connected to
those contained in the complement of J . Since pi P Co2n, it follows that J “ r2ns and since no
odd block is nested neither inside B nor inside B1, pi has no other odd blocks. 
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Figure 3. Two adjacent inner odd blocks.
Definition 3.2. An element pi P Co2n is called a flip partition if it has exactly two odd blocks
and the pivot brace connects these two blocks at their endpoints.
Examples of flip partitions are shown in Figure 4.
Type I Type IIa Type IIb
Figure 4. Examples of flip partitions
The next lemma provides us with a classification of flip partitions which will be essential for
the definition of the involution.
Lemma 3.3. Let pi P Co2n be a flip partition. Then either
I. pi has two inner odd blocks;
II. pi has exactly one inner odd block and the pivot brace is either
(a) [pi “ p1, 2q
(b) [pi “ p2n´ 1, 2nq.
We refer to flip partitions of type I, IIa and IIb according to this scheme, see Figure 4.
Proof. Suppose that pi is a flip partition and condition (I) is not satisfied. Then pi has one inner
odd block B and one outer odd block B1. The padding interval IpB1q of the outer odd block is
the union of B Y B1 and some even blocks and therefore has an even number of elements. It
follows that αpB1q and ωpB1q have different parity. Now by assumption B and B1 are connected
by a standard brace at their endpoints; either they are connected at their left endpoints, or at
their right endpoints and in either case we conclude that αpB1q is odd and ωpB1q is even. This
implies that all standard braces outside IpB1q are separated from the rest, and since pi P Co2n it
follows that IpB1q is the full intervall r2ns, i.e., we have indeed type IIa or type IIb. 
As a corollary we obtain the following decomposition of flip partitions which plays a major role
in the involution to be defined below.
Corollary 3.4. Any flip partition pi can be decomposed as a disjoint union
pi “ Np$piq YNp%piq Y t$piu Y t%piu,
The remaining odd partitions make up the last type.
Definition 3.5. A partition pi P Co2n which is not a flip partition is called type III. More
specifically, it is type IIIa if the smallest element of the leftmost inner odd block is even, i.e.,
the left end point is the pivot element. It is type IIIb if the smallest element of the leftmost
inner odd block is odd, i.e., the right end point is the pivot element.
3.2. Definition of the involution. We have now everything in place to define a sign-inverting
involution on Co2n, which simultaneously switches the sign of the corresponding term in the
expansion (3.1). The involution acts on each type separately and follows the patterns layed out
in Figures 5, 7 and 9.
Types I and II are flip partitions and the two odd blocks are flipped in such a way that the
decomposition (I) and (II) of Lemma 3.3, respectively, is preserved. In type III the pivot
element is moved from one end of the leftmost inner odd block to the other. The braces are
preserved except on the pivot brace, which is reversed. Hereby the types are preserved, more
precisely:
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A B
˘XY
ÝÑ B A
¯Y X
Figure 5. Involution of partitions of type I.
(I) A partition of type I is mapped to type I, see Figures 5.
The length of the padding interval of the leftmost inner odd block (marked red in the
diagram) is an odd number, say 2k ` 1. Then the length of the padding interval of the
other odd block is 2k1 ` 1, where k1 “ r ´ k ´ 1. Then the intervals r1, 2, . . . , 2ks and
r2k` 3, 2k` 4, . . . , 2rs are flipped and the points 2k` 1 and 2k` 2 are exchanged; more
precisely, the entries are mapped according to the action of the following permutation:
(3.2) σI,r,k : i ÞÑ
$’’’&’’’%
i` 2k1 ` 2 for 1 ď i ď 2k
2k1 ` 2 for i “ 2k ` 1
2k1 ` 1 for i “ 2k ` 2
i´ 2k ´ 2 for 2k ` 3 ď i ď 2r
;
see Figure 6 for a specific example. It is easy to see that σI,r,k1 is the inverse of σI,r,k.
˘
ÝÑ
¯
Figure 6. An example of the involution of partitions of type I.
(II) type IIa is mapped to type IIb and vice versa, see Figure 7.
A B
˘XY
ÐÑ B A
¯Y X
Figure 7. Involution of partitions of type II.
The length of the padding interval of the leftmost inner odd block (marked red in the
diagram) is an odd number, say 2k ` 1 and let k1 “ r ´ k ´ 1.
In the case of type IIa the interval r3, 4, . . . , 2ks is flipped with the interval r2k `
1, 2k` 2, . . . , 2rs and the pair p1, 2q is mapped to the pair p2r, 2r´ 1q (notice the change
of order); more precisely, the entries are mapped according to the action of the following
permutation:
(3.3) σIIa,r,k : i ÞÑ
$’’’&’’’%
2r for i “ 1
2r ´ 1 for i “ 2
i` 2k1 for 3 ď i ď 2k
i´ 2k ´ 2 for 2k ` 3 ď i ď 2r
;
see Figure 8 for a specific example.
In the case of type IIb we reverse the above process. Now the interval r1, 2, . . . , 2ks is
flipped with the interval r2k ` 1, 2k ` 2, . . . , 2r ´ 2s and the pair p2r, 2r ´ 1q is mapped
to the pair p1, 2q; more precisely, the entries are mapped according to the action of the
following permutation:
(3.4) σIIb,r,k : i ÞÑ
$’’’&’’’%
i` 2k1 ` 2 for 1 ď i ď 2k
i´ 2k ` 2 for 2k ` 1 ď i ď 2r ´ 2
2 for i “ 2r ´ 1
1 for i “ 2r
.
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˘
ÐÑ
¯
Figure 8. An example of the involution of partitions of type II.
˘XY
ÐÑ
¯Y X
Figure 9. Involution of partitions of type III.
(III) type IIIa is mapped to type IIIb and vice versa, see Figure 9.
In the case of type III we apply a rotation to the padding interval of the leftmost inner odd
block augmented by missing element from the pivot brace. More precisely, if in type IIIa the
leftmost inner odd block starts at 2k and ends at 2l then the permutation is the square of the
cycle spanned by its padding interval together with the pivot brace:
σIIIa,r,k,l “ p2l, 2l ´ 1, . . . , 2k ´ 1q2 “ p2l, 2l ´ 2, . . . , 2kq ˝ p2l ´ 1, 2l ´ 3, . . . , 2k ´ 1q
conversely, if in type IIIb the leftmost inner odd block starts at 2k ` 1 and ends at 2l´ 1 then
the permutation is the square of the corresponding cycle
σIIIb,r,k,l “ p2k ` 1, 2k ` 2, . . . , 2lq2 “ p2k, 2k ` 2, . . . , 2lq ˝ p2k ` 1, 2k ` 3, . . . , 2l ´ 1q;
see Figure 10 for specific examples.
˘
ÐÑ
¯
˘
ÐÑ
¯
Figure 10. Examples of the involution of partitions of type III.
Proposition 3.6. (i) The previously constructed permutations are inverse to each other,
more precisely:
σI,r,k “ σ´1I,r,r´k´1
σIIa,r,k “ σ´1IIb,r,r´k´1
σIIIa,k,l “ σ´1IIIb,l,k
(ii) For a flip partition pi P Co2r let us denote by σpi the permutation constructed above. Then
the map
ψ : Co2r Ñ Co2r
pi ÞÑ σpi ¨ pi
is an involution.
Proof. Part (i) is immediate.
To see part (ii) we first observe that each type is mapped onto itself. In type I the map is
obviously involutive; as for type II and III, the role of the innermost odd block is left invariant
and thus we have indeed an involution. 
Remark 3.7. (1) In type I and II we flip blocks and the pivot brace [pi is reversed, which
will imply a change of sign and thus a cancellation in the formulas below; the odd blocks
are flipped appropriately and the remaining blocks in this decomposition are shifted but
the tracial structure is unchanged.
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In type III we shift and flip the pivot brace [pi only; the remaining blocks stay in
place. During this procedure we also rotate appropriately the two points of the blocks
$pi and %pi which are joined by [pi. Otherwise the structure of this block is not changed.
(2) If σ : pi ÞÑ pi1, then pi and pi1 have the same block structure i.e., for every 1 ď m ď n,
the two partitions pi and pi1 have the same number of blocks with m elements. Indeed
observe that our condition just say that we remove one point and add one point or shift
corresponding blocks. During this procedure we can not change framework of block.
(3) The following example shows that we cannot apply the rules of type III universally
without losing the involutive property. Namely, applying the rule of type III to the
following type II partition twice we obtain:
(3.5)
Ñ Ñ
tp1, 2, 6q, p3, 4, 5qu tp1, 2, 3q, p4, 5, 6qu tp2, 3, 4q, p1, 5, 6qu
4. Preservation of infinite divisibility and cancellation of odd cumulants
4.1. The main result. In our previous paper we observed that the phenomenon of cancellation
of odd cumulants to be defined below is related to preservation of free infinite divisibility.
Theorem 4.1 ([26, Corollary 4.14]). Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Asa be a free family of ‘-infinitely
divisible random variables. Let P be a selfadjoint polynomial of degree 2 in noncommuting
variables which exhibits cancellation of odd cumulants. Then the distribution of Y is ‘-infinitely
divisible as well.
In [26, Conjecture 5.2] we also conjectured that the cancellation phenomenon is actually equiva-
lent to preservation of infinite divisibility. In this section we confirm this conjecture for quadratic
forms and it turns out that the equivalence can be extended to several other properties.
Definition 4.2. Let Qn “ řni,j“1 ai,jXiXj be a quadratic form in noncommuting variables
X1,X2,. . . ,Xn with system matrix A “ rai,jsni,j“1 P MnpCq, which is assumed to be selfad-
joint. When the formal variables Xi are replaced by (noncommutative) selfadjoint random
variables, then Qn becomes a selfadjoint random variable as well. With the aid of the prod-
uct formula (2.15) a universal formula for its free cumulants can be computed, involving the
coefficients ai,j and the joint cumulants of the random variables Xi.
(i) We say that Qn exhibits cancellation of odd cumulants if for any free family of selfadjoint
noncommutative random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn the odd cumulants of the Xi do not
contribute to the universal formula for the cumulants of Qn.
(ii) We say that Qn exhibits strong cancellation of odd cumulants if for any family of selfadjoint
noncommutative random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn in a tracial noncommutative probability
space the odd joint cumulants of the Xi do not contribute to the universal formula for the
cumulants of Qn.
(iii) We say that Qn preserves infinite divisibility if for any free family of selfadjoint noncom-
mutative random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn with freely infinitely divisible laws, the law of
Qn is also freely infinitely divisible.
Remark 4.3. We would like to emphasize that freeness is not assumed in condition (ii), which
asserts that in addition to the univariate odd cumulants also the mixed odd cumulants cancel.
Some preliminary calculations indicate that in polynomials of higher order this phenomenon
does not occur, i.e., there are polynomials which exhibit cancellation of odd cumulants for free
families, but not for arbitrary families.
Concerning item (i) we remark that any free family of selfadjoint variables can be realized
in a tracial probability space [57, Proposition 2.5.3.] and therefore the traciality condition is
implicitly satisfied.
We call a selfadjoint matrix A PMnpCq skew symmetric if A “ ´AT ; that is, A “ iA˜, where A˜
is a real skew symmetric matrix (this is in order to distinguish between skew-Hermitian matrix).
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Theorem 4.4. The following properties are equivalent for a quadratic form Tn “ řni,j“1 ai,jXiXj
with selfadjoint system matrix A “ rai,jsni,j“1 PMnpCq.
(i) Tn exhibits strong cancellation of odd cumulants.
(ii) Tn exhibits cancellation of odd cumulants.
(iii) Tn preserves free infinite divisibility.
(iv) A is skew symmetric or equivalently, Tn “ řkăl ak,lpXkXl ´XlXkq is a sum of commuta-
tors.
(v) The distribution of Tn is symmetric for any free family of selfadjoint random variables
X1, X2, . . . , Xn.
The crucial steps are the implications (ii)ùñ(iii) , (iv)ùñ(i) and (ii)+(iv)ùñ(v). The former
is the content of Theorem 4.1 and for the latter we will apply the involution of the previous
section in combination with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. (i) Let pi be a partition of type I, II or III and σ the corresponding permutation
constructed in section 3.2. Then for elements X1, X2, . . . , Xn of a tracial probability space
the cumulant is invariant:
KpipXi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xi2rq “ Kσ¨pipXiσp1q , Xiσp2q , . . . , Xiσp2rqq
(ii) Let A be a skew-symmetric matrix and σ a permutation of type I, II or III as above. Then
aiσp1q,iσp2qaiσp3q,iσp4q ¨ ¨ ¨ aiσp2r´1q,iσp2rq “ ´ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2r
Proof. Both claims are easily verified for each type separately by inspecting the diagrams in
Figures 5, 7 and 9. On the one hand, the permutations act tracially on the blocks of pi and
on the other hand, braces are preserved and keep their order with the unique exception of the
pivot brace which is reversed. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. We will first prove the equivalence of (i)–(iv); then we show that (ii)
together with (iv) implies (v) and finally that (v) implies (iv).
(i)ùñ(ii) is obvious.
(ii)ùñ(iii) follows directly from Theorem 4.1.
(iii)ùñ(iv). Fix i P t1, 2, . . . , nu, let Xi be a semicircular element with mean and variance 1
and put Xj “ 0 for j ‰ i. Then Tn “ ai,iX2i but X2i is not ‘-infinitely divisible (see [25]), and
we conclude that ai,i “ 0.
Thus we have shown that the diagonal entries vanish. To cope with the off-diagonal entries, it
is sufficient to prove that a1,2 “ ´a2,1, the proof for the remaining entries being analogous.
Let now X1 and X2 have semicircular distribution with mean and variance one and a1,2 “ α`iβ.
Then a computer calculation (using FriCAS [1], code available on request) shows that the free
cumulants of the quadratic form T2 “ a1,2X1X2 ` a2,1X2X1 are
K1pT2q “ 2α K2pT2q “ 2β2 ` 10α2
K3pT2q “ 24α3 K4pT2q “ 2β4 ` 4α2β2 ` 66α4
K5pT2q “ 160α5 K6pT2q “ 2β6 ` 6α2β4 ` 6α4β2 ` 386α6
K7pT2q “ 896α7 K8pT2q “ 2β8 ` 8α2β6 ` 12α4β4 ` 8α6β2 ` 2050α8.
To show that this law is not infinitely divisible, it suffices to disprove conditional positive
definiteness of the cumulant sequence (2.8). To this end we compute a few Hankel determinants
(4.1) hn “ det rKi`jpT2qs1ďi,jďn
and obtain
h2 “ 4pβ6 ` 7α2β4 ` 43α4β2 ` 21α6q
h3 “ 32α2pβ2 ` α2qpβ8 ´ 12α2β6 ` 2α4β4 ´ 52α6β2 ´ 131α8q
h4 “ ´256α6pβ2 ´ 3α2q4pβ2 ` α2q3
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Thus the fourth determinant is negative unless β “ ˘α?3; in that case however h3 “ ´65536α12
and we conclude that Re a1,2 “ Re a2,1 “ α “ 0 and consequently Im a1,2 “ Im a2,1 “ β “ 0 as
well.
(iv)ùñ(i). Suppose that A is skew-symmetric. We apply again the product formula from
Theorem 2.2 and obtain
KrpTnq “
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
Krpai1,i2Xi1Xi2 , ai3,i4Xi3Xi4 , . . . , ai2r´1,i2rXi2r´1Xi2rq
“
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ÿ
piPNC p2rq
pi_ ¨ ¨ ¨ “1ˆ2r
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipXi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xi2rq
“
ÿ
piPNC p2rq
pi_ ¨ ¨ ¨ “1ˆ2r
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipXi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xi2rq
“
ÿ
piPCe2r
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipXi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xi2rq
`
ÿ
piPCo2r
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipXi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xi2rq.
We claim that in this decomposition the second sum cancels. To see this, we observe that the
involution constructed in section 3.2 extends to an involution
rns2r ˆ Co2r Ñ rns2r ˆ Co2r
pi1, i2, . . . , i2r; piq ÞÑ piσpip1q, iσpip2q, . . . , iσpip2rq;σpi ¨ piq
where σpi is the permutation constructed according to the type I/II/III of pi. Therefore we haveÿ
piPCo2r
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipXi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xi2rq
“
ÿ
piPCo2r
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
aiσpip1q,iσpip2qaiσpip3q,iσpip4q ¨ ¨ ¨ aiσpip2r´1q,iσpip2rqKσpi ¨pipXiσpip1q , Xiσpip2q , . . . , Xiσpip2rqq
Now by Lemma 4.5 the effect on a term is
aiσp1q,iσp2qaiσp3q,iσp4q ¨ ¨ ¨ aiσp2r´1q,iσp2rqKσ¨pipXiσp1q , Xiσp2q , . . . , Xiσp2rqq
“ ´ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipX1, X2, . . . , X2rq
and therefore the sum vanishes.
This concludes the first circle of implications; let us now turn to the remaining ones.
(ii)+(iv)ùñ(v). We expand the product formula (2.15) and obtain
KrpTnq “
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKrpXi1Xi2 , Xi3Xi4 , . . . , Xi2r´1Xi2rq
“
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ÿ
piPNC p2rq
pi_ ¨ ¨ ¨ “1ˆ2r
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipXi1 , Xi2 , Xi3 , Xi4 , . . . , Xi2r´1 , Xi2rq,
now by assumption (ii) we may omit all odd cumulants from this formula, i.e., we can restrict
the sum to even partitions
“
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ÿ
piPNCEp2rq
pi_ ¨ ¨ ¨ “1ˆ2r
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipXi1 , Xi2 , Xi3 , Xi4 , . . . , Xi2r´1 , Xi2rq
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and by Lemma 2.4 these partitions have a special shape
“
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ÿ
piPNCEp2rq
piěν0r
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipXi1 , Xi2 , Xi3 , Xi4 , . . . , Xi2r´1 , Xi2rq
and by freeness we can impose the condition i2k “ i2k`1 on the indices
“
ÿ
i1,i2,...,irPrns
ÿ
piPNCEp2rq
piěν0r
ai1,i2ai2,i3 ¨ ¨ ¨ air,i1KpipXi1 , Xi2 , Xi2 , Xi3 , . . . , Xir , Xi1q
next we apply the mirror permutation ij Ñ ir`1´j to the indices; this fixes i1 and mirrors the
remaining ones
“
ÿ
i1,i2,...,irPrns
ÿ
piPNCEp2rq
piěν0r
ai1,irair,ir´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2,i1KpipXi1 , Xir , Xir , Xir´1 , . . . , Xi2 , Xi1q
“
ÿ
i1,i2,...,irPrns
p´1qrair,i1air´1,ir ¨ ¨ ¨ ai1,i2KrpXi1Xir , XirXir´1 , . . . , Xi2Xi1q
where we used assumption (iv) that the matrix A is skew symmetric. Now we apply Lemma 2.1
(note that the random variables Xi are free and self-adjoint and therefore the cumulants are
real valued) and obtain
“ p´1qr
ÿ
i1,i2,...,irPrns
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ air´1,irKrpXi1Xi2 , Xi2Xi3 , . . . , XirXi1q
which implies KrpTnq “ 0 for odd r.
(v)ùñ(iv) is easily verified. Fix i, put Xi “ I and Xj “ 0 for j ‰ i. Then Tn “ a2iiI and
property (v) implies that aii “ 0. To cope with the off-diagonal terms, put X1 “ X2 “ I,
then T “ a1,2X1X2 ` a2,1X2X1 “ 2 Re a1,2I is odd and therefore Re a1,2 “ 0. This implies that
A “ ´AT .

Remark 4.6. The traces of the odd powers of a skew-symmetric matrix are zero. This fact
can be generalized as follows. A selfadjoint matrix A PMnpCq is skew-symmetric if and only if
for every pi P NC prq where r is odd we have TrpEDpi pAqq “ 0.
4.2. Distributions of quadratic forms. In [47, Theorem 1.2] the authors provide an analytic
description of the R-transform of free commutators in terms of the combinatorial convolution
‹ of the even cumulant transforms. To be specific, if X is free from Y , then
RipXY´Y Xqpzq “ 2pCpevenqX ‹ CpevenqY ‹ ζ1qpz2q.
where by CpevenqZ pzq :“
ř8
n“1K2npZqzn we denote the generating function of the even free
cumulants of Z P Asa. An important ingredient in proof of the preceding results is the
notion of R-diagonality. An R-diagonal pair is a pair of random variables A and B such
that all cumulants vanish with the exception of the alternating ones, i.e., those of the form
K2rpA,B,A,B, . . . , A,Bq and K2rpB,A,B,A, . . . , B,Aq. It turns out that for free even ele-
ments X and Y the products XY and Y X form an R-diagonal pair and therefore the moments
of the commutator ipXY ´ Y Xq are computable.
This observation however is specific to the commutator. The result below gives an alternative
combinatorial description and holds for arbitrary quadratic forms in even elements. For this
purpose we define for A PMnpCq the generating function
fApz1, . . . , znq :“
8ÿ
r“1
nÿ
i1,...,ir“1
TrpAEi1AEi2 . . . AEirqzi1 . . . zir .
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Theorem 4.7. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Asa be a free family of even random variables. Then
for any selfadjoint matrix A “ rai,jsni,j“1 P MnpCq the R-transform of the quadratic form
Tn “ řni,j ai,jXiXj can be represented as
CTnpzq “
“
fA d
`pCpevenqX1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` CpevenqXn q ‹ ζn˘‰pz, . . . , zloomoon
n
q,
where by d we denote the Hadamard product of generating functions.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.5 (i), we have
KrpTnq “
ÿ
i1,...,irPrns
TrpAEi1AEi2 . . . AEirq
ÿ
piPNCEp2rq
pi_1ˆr2“1ˆ2r
KpipXir , Xi1 , Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xir´1 , Xirq,
and by traciality of cumulants this is
“
ÿ
i1,...,irPrns
TrpAEi1AEi2 . . . AEirq
ÿ
piPNCEp2rq
piě ¨ ¨ ¨
KpipXi1 , Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xir´1 , Xir , Xirq,
Now let X˜i be the formal random variable obtained from Xi by skipping all odd cumulants,
i.e., KnpX˜iq “ K2npXiq, then we can use the isomorphism from Lemma 2.4 and continue
“
ÿ
i1,...,irPrns
TrpAEi1AEi2 . . . AEirq τpX˜i1X˜i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ X˜irq
finally by [48, Proposition 17.4], we can write this asÿ
i1,...,irPrns
TrpAEi1AEi2 . . . AEirqCfpi1,...,irq
`pCpevenqX1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` CpevenqXn q ‹ ζn˘
which finishes the proof. 
4.3. Preservation of free infinite divisibility for higher order polynomials. There are
many higher order polynomials which cancel odd cumulants and preserve infinite divisibility,
take for example higher free commutators like rrX, Y s, Zs or rrX, Y s, rrA,Bs, Zss. Similarly,
take a skew-symmetric quadratic form Tn “ řni,j“1 ai,jXiXj as in Theorem 4.4, then Tn is
symmetric and we conclude from [7, Theorem 2.2] that T 2n preserves free infinite divisibility.
The purpose of this subsection is to produce higher order polynomials which preserve free
infinite divisibility but don’t exhibit the cancellation phenomenon.
Proposition 4.8. Let X, Y, Z be free random variables such that X and Y are free infinitely
divisible. Then the selfadjoint element rX, Y sZrX, Y s has compound free Poisson distribution
of rate 1 with jump distribution µZ. Consequently it is free infinitely divisible and the odd
cumulants of Z do not cancel.
Proof. First recall that [7, Theorem 2.2] asserts that if a random variable has even FID law µ
then the law of its square can be decomposed µ2 “ m b σ where m is the free Poisson law of
rate 1 and σ is free regular.
Next recall that for any law ν the law νbm is the law of the free compression with a semicircular
random variable and therefore free Poisson with jump distribution ν.
Now let µ be the law of irX, Y s. It follows from [47, Theorem 1.2] and [7, Corollary 6.5] that µ
is both even and free infinitely divisible. The law of rX, Y sZrX, Y s is µZbµ2 “ µZbσbm and
therefore our random variable has compound free Poisson distribution with rate 1 and jump
distribution µZ b σ. 
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5. Central limit theorems and random matrix models for quadratic forms
5.1. A general Central Limit Theorem. In this section we consider central limit theorems
for sums of commutators and other quadratic forms of the following type.
Theorem 5.1. Let An “ rapnqi,j s P MnpCq be a sequence of selfadjoint matrices such that
supi,j,n
∣∣apnqi,j ∣∣ ă 8 and such that the matrix 1nAn has limit distribution µ with respect to the
nonnormalized trace. Let Xi be free copies of a centered random variable X of variance 1, then
the sequence of quadratic forms
Qn “ 1
n
nÿ
i,j“1
a
pnq
i,j XiXj
converges in distribution to a compound free Poisson distribution with jump distribution µ.
Remark 5.2. From [19, Proposition 2.10], we conclude that the measure µ is discrete. The
limit measure in Theorem 5.1 does not depend on the specific distribution of Xi and therefore
in the examples computed below we can replace the sequence Xi by a free i.i.d. sequence of
standard semicircular variables, which has the advantage that formula (2.20) can be applied.
Proof. We use the product formula from Theorem 2.2:
KrpQnq “ 1
nr
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2r
a
pnq
i1,i2
a
pnq
i3,i4
¨ ¨ ¨ apnqi2r´1,i2rKrpXi1Xi2 , Xi3Xi4 , . . . , Xi2r´1Xi2rq
“ 1
nr
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2r
a
pnq
i1,i2
a
pnq
i3,i4
¨ ¨ ¨ apnqi2r´1,i2r
ÿ
piPNC p2rq
pi_ ¨ ¨ ¨ “1ˆ2r
KpipXi1 , Xi2 , Xi3 , Xi4 , . . . , Xi2r´1 , Xi2rq
“ 1
nr
ÿ
piPNC p2rq
pi_ ¨ ¨ ¨ “1ˆ2r
ÿ
ker iěpi
a
pnq
i1,i2
a
pnq
i3,i4
¨ ¨ ¨ apnqi2r´1,i2rKpipXq.
By assumption X is centered and therefore only partitions without singletons contribute to this
sum. Every block of such a partition pi has at least size 2 and therefore |pi| ď r. This in turn
implies that there are only n|pi| allowed choices of indices i and we have the following estimate∣∣∣∣∣ 1nr ÿ
ker iěpi
a
pnq
i1,i2
a
pnq
i3,i4
¨ ¨ ¨ apnqi2r´1,i2rKpipXq
∣∣∣∣∣ ď n|pi|´rCr |KpipXq|
where C “ ř ∣∣∣apnqij ∣∣∣. Now unless |pi| “ r this converges to zero as n Ñ 8, on the other
hand, |pi| “ r is only possible if pi is a pair partition. The only pair partition satisfying
pi _ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 1ˆ2r is the partition pi “ ν0r from Lemma 2.4 and finally we have
KrpQnq “ 1
nr
TrpArnqK2pXqr `Op1{nq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
ż
trdµptq.

5.2. Random matrix models. In this subsection we construct random matrices whose limit
law coincides with the limit law µ from Theorem 5.1. In some sense it is a simultaneous limit
obtained from approximating the semicircle law on the one hand as in section 2.7 and the
free central limit law on the other hand. To this end we consider compressions with random
matrices. In [48, Proposition 12.18] the authors describe compound free Poisson distributions
as free compressions with semicircular operators. The next proposition provides a complex
version of this result, i.e., a description of compressions with circular operators. Recall that
a circular operator is an operator C of the form C “ pX ` iY q{?2 where X and Y are free
standard semicircular random variables.
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Proposition 5.3. Let C1, C2, . . . , Cn P A be a free family of circular random variables, such
that K2pCi, Ci˚ q “ 1 which is free from Z P Asa, A “ rai,jsni,j“1 P MnpCq be a scalar selfadjoint
matrix and Tn “ řni,j ai,jCiZCj˚ . Then the cumulants of Tn are given by
KrpTnq “ TrbτprAb Zsrq,(5.1)
where Ab Z PMnpCq bA, with functional Trbτ .
Proof. From the definition of Tn we see that
KrpTnq “
ÿ
i1,i2,...,i2rPrns
ÿ
piPNCEp3rq
pi_1ˆr3“1ˆ3r
ai1,i2ai3,i4 ¨ ¨ ¨ ai2r´1,i2rKpipCi1ZC˚i2 , Ci3ZC˚i4 , . . . , Ci2r´1ZC˚i2rq.
Since Z is free from the family Ci every partition with nonzero contribution can be writ-
ten as pi “ ρ Y σ where ρ P NC 2pt1, 3, 4, 6, 7, . . . , 3r ´ 2, 3ruq is a pair partition and σ P
NC pt2, 5, . . . , 3r´1u is arbitrary. Now by the argument from the proof of [48, Proposition 12.18]
we conclude that the only pair partition satisfying the required condition is ρ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
while σ is arbitrary. The result is
“
ÿ
i1,i2,...,irPrns
air,i1ai1,i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ air´1,ir
ÿ
σPNC prq
KσpZq
“ TrpArqτpZrq
which is the desired formula. 
Let us now introduce some random matrix models. For notation see section 2.7.
Proposition 5.4. Let XNˆNM be a complex Gaussian random matrix of size N ˆNM and let
DM “ rdpMqi,j s be a sequence of selfadjoint deterministic M ˆM matrices such that DN has limit
distribution µ with respect to the nonnormalized trace. Then for any sequence PN of N ˆ N
(selfadjoint) deterministic matrices which converges to Z with limit distribution ν we have
lim
MÑ8 limNÑ8XNˆNM rDM b PN sX
˚
NˆNM “ Y,
where
RY pzq “
8ÿ
r“0
ż
R
xr`1dµpxqτpZr`1qzr
“
ż ż
xt
1´ xtz dµpxq dνptq.
Proof. Fix M and observe that we can represent random matrix as a quadratic form in M
variables by the formula
XNˆNM rDM b PN sX˚NˆNM “
Mÿ
i,j“1
di,jXi,NPNX
˚
j,N ,
where Xi,N is a complex Gaussian random matrices (non selfadjoint) of size N ˆ N . From
Voiculescu’s asymptotic freeness results [60] (see also [45, Chapter 4]) we infer that
Mÿ
i,j“1
di,jXi,NPNX
˚
j,N ÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
Mÿ
i,j“1
di,jCiZC
˚
j ,
where Ci has circular distribution and Ci and Z are free. By Proposition 5.3, we have
Krp
Mÿ
i,j“1
di,jCiZC
˚
j q “ TrpDrMqτpZrq ÝÝÝÝÑ
MÑ8
ż
R
xrdµpxqτpZrq,
which finishes the proof.

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The following corollary provides a random matrix model for the limit law from Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.5. Let XNˆNM be as in Proposition 5.4 and AM “ rapMqi,j s be a sequence of self-
adjoint M ˆM matrices as in Theorem 5.1. Let PN be a sequence of N ˆ N deterministic
matrices all of whose moments with respect to the normalized trace converge to 1, e.g., the iden-
tity matrices PN “ r 1 00 1 sN or any projection matrix of large rank like PN “ r 1 00 1 sN ´ 1N r 1 11 1 sN ,
then the spectral measures of
1
M
XNˆNM rAM b PN sX˚NˆNM
converge in distribution to the limit law described in Theorem 5.1.
Next we provide a random matrix model for compound free Poisson distributions.
Proposition 5.6. Let XN be standard random matrix from the GUE of size NˆN and let DN P
MNpCq be a sequence of selfadjoint deterministic matrices such that DN has limit distribution µ
with respect to the nonnormalized trace. Then the random matrix sequence XNDNXN converges
to the measure µ with respect to the nonnormalized trace.
Remark 5.7. First observe that the preceding result is a special case of [19, Theorem 5.1 (i),
k “ 1], but our proof is different. On the other hand, the spectral measures of XNDNXN
converge to zero with respect to the normalized trace. Indeed limNÑ8 TrpDmN q{N “ 0 and a
sequence of standard GUE matrices is almost surely uniformly bounded. The point here is that
with respect to the nonnormalized trace Trp¨q we obtain interesting limits.
In order to prove Proposition 5.6 we will refer to a combinatorial result from random matrix
theory, which we rewrite in terms of the nonnormalized trace. To formulate this result we need
the following notation.
Notation 5.8. 1. We denote by P2pmq the set of pair partitions, i.e., partitions of t1, 2, . . . ,mu
into blocks of size 2; this set is empty unless m is even.
2. Let pi P P2pmq be a pair partition. To each block ti, ju P pi we associate the transposition
pi jq and we identify the pair partition pi with the permutation obtained as the product of
these transpositions. Since they are disjoint, this permutation is well defined.
3. Let σ P Sn be a permutation and σ “ γ1γ2 . . . γr be its cycle decomposition. Then for any
family of matrices A “ pA1, A2, . . . , Anq we denote by
TrσpA1, A2, . . . , Anq “ Trγ1pAqTrγ2pAq ¨ ¨ ¨TrγrpAq
where for a cycle γ “ pi1 i2 . . . , ikq the cyclic trace is
TrγpAq “ TrpAi1Ai2 ¨ ¨ ¨Aikq.
Proposition 5.9. [48, Proposition 22.32] Let XN be a standard N ˆ N GUE matrix as in
Proposition 5.6 and D be a constant N ˆN matrix.
Then we have for all m P N, and all q1, . . . , qm P N, that
TrbEpXNDq1 . . . XNDqmq “
ÿ
piPP2pmq
TrpiγpDq1 , . . . , DqmqN´m{2,
where γ P Sm is the cyclic permutation with one cycle γ “ p1, 2, . . . ,mq, piγ is the composition
of this cycle with the permutation pi associated to the pair partition according to Notation 5.8.
Proof. The m-th nonnormalized moment of XNDNXN is then given by
TrbErpXNDNXNqms “ TrbEpXNDNXNIN . . . XNDNXNINloooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
m´times
q
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where IN is the identity matrix of size N ˆN . Put D “ DN in Proposition 5.9, then D0 “ IN .
The advantage of this interpretation becomes apparent from the fact that in this language we
can rewrite our last equation as
“
ÿ
piPP2p2mq
TrpiγpDN , IN , . . . , DN , INqN´m.
Now let us look at the asymptotic structure of this formula. We have to determine the cycles
of the permutation piγ which asymptotically contribute a non-zero factor. Recall that by
assumption limNÑ8 TrpDmN q exists for all m P N. In this situation the factor N´m is cancelled if
and only if piγ contains exactly them singleton cycles p2q, . . . , p2mq and each of them contributes
the factor TrpINq “ N . This happens if and only if pi “ ¨ ¨ ¨ . Indeed in order to generate
the singleton cycle p2q, the partition pi must contain the pair t2, 3u. To generate the cycle p4q,
the pair t4, 5u must occur in pi and so on. It follows that asymptotically the only non-zero
contribution comes from the pair partition pi “ ¨ ¨ ¨ which produces the permutation
piγ “ p1, 3, . . . , 2m´ 1qp2qp4q . . . p2mq, and thus
lim
NÑ8TrbEppXNDNXNq
mq “ lim
NÑ8Trp1,3,...,2m´1qp2qp4q...p2mqpDN , IN , . . . , DN , INqN
´m
“ lim
NÑ8TrpD
m
N q ˆNm ˆN´m “
ż
R
xmdµpdxq.

Corollary 5.10. Let AN “ rapNqi,j s P MNpCq be as in Theorem 5.1, then the spectral measures
of 1
N
XNANXN converge with respect to the nonnormalized trace to the measure µ.
6. Sums of Commutators and Anticommutators: Central Limit Theorem and
Combinatorics
We will now illustrate the central limit theorem 5.1 with some interesting computable cases
and start with sums of commutators and anticommutators, the most general expression being
(6.1)
ÿ
k,l
apXkXl `XlXkq ` bipXkXl ´XlXkq
The moments and the spectral measures of the matrices of the underlying quadratic forms can
be computed explicitly and turn out to be connected to an old problem in classical calculus.
6.1. An elementary lemma. We first compute the eigenvalue of the matrix underlying the
quadratic form (6.1).
Lemma 6.1. Let a, b P R, b ‰ 0 and
An “
»——–
0 a` bi . . . a` bi
a´ bi 0 . . . a` bi
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a´ ib a´ bi . . . 0
fiffiffifl PMnpCq.
Then the eigenvalues of the matrix An are given by
λk “ b cot α ` kpi
n
´ a, for 0 ď k ď n´ 1 and α “ arccotpa{bq.
Proof. The spectrum of the matrix An can be computed from its characteristic polynomial
χnpλq “ detpλI ´ Anq using the following recurrence relation. Let w “ a ` bi “ eiα, the we
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have
χnpλq “
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ ´w ´w ´w . . . ´w
´ sw λ ´w ´w . . . ´w
´ sw ´ sw λ ´w . . . ´w
´ sw ´ sw ´ sw λ . . . ´w
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
´ sw ´ sw ´ sw ´ sw . . . λ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
we subtract the second row from the first row
“
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ` sw ´λ´ w 0 0 . . . 0
´ sw λ ´w ´w . . . ´w
´ sw ´ sw λ ´w . . . ´w
´ sw ´ sw ´ sw λ . . . ´w
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
´ sw ´ sw ´ sw ´ sw . . . λ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
and the second column from the first column
“
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2λ` w ` sw ´λ´ w 0 0 . . . 0
´λ´ sw λ ´w ´w . . . ´w
0 ´ sw λ ´w . . . ´w
0 ´ sw ´ sw λ . . . ´w
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 ´ sw ´ sw ´ sw . . . λ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
“ p2λ` w ` swqχn´1pλq ´ pλ` wqpλ` swqχn´2pλq
and the solution of this recurrence equation (with initial values χ0pλq “ 1 and χ1pλq “ λ) is
(6.2) χnpλq “ wpλ` swqn ´ swpλ` wqn
w ´ sw .
To compute the eigenvalues we may assume |w| “ 1, i.e., w “ eiα and α “ arccotpa{bq (the
general case follows by rescaling the matrix) and we substitute z “ λ ` w. The matrix is
selfadjoint and therefore any eigenvalue λ is real, so sz “ λ` sw and we get
wszn ´ swzn “ 0,
i.e., Imp swznq “ 0. Let z “ reiθ, then this means
sinpnθ ´ αq “ 0
and we conclude θ “ α`kpi
n
. We return to λ “ z ´ w “ reiθ ´ eiα. This is a real number and
thus the imaginary part vanishes, i.e., r sin θ “ sinα, thus r “ sinα
sin θ
and finally
λ “ sinα cot θ ´ cosα
and in the general case where w “ a` ib the solutions are
(6.3) λk “ b cot α ` kpi
n
´ a, 0 ď k ď n´ 1.

6.2. Combinatorics of tangent numbers. The cotangent function of the previous lemme
leads us right into the marvelous world of classical calculus. The tangent numbers
(6.4) Tk “ p´1qk`14
kp4k ´ 1qB2k
2k
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for k P N are the Taylor coefficients of the tangent function
tan z “
8ÿ
n“1
Tn
zn
n!
“ z ` 2
3!
z3 ` 16
5!
z5 ` 272
7!
z7 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
see [29, Page 287]).
The higher order tangent numbers T
pkq
n were introduced by Carlitz and Scoville [18] as the
coefficients of the Taylor series
tank`1pzq “
8ÿ
n“k`1
T pk`1qn
zn
n!
.
The generating function of the tangent polynomials Tnpxq “ řnk“1 T pkqn xk can be easily obtained
from the geometric series
(6.5)
T px, zq “ x tan z
1´ x tan z
“
8ÿ
k“1
xk tank z
“
8ÿ
n“0
nÿ
k“1
T
pkq
n
n!
xkzn
“
8ÿ
n“0
Tnpxq
n!
zn
Note that our generating function slightly differs from Carlitz and Scoville’s [18, Equation
(1.6)], which is the expansion of function tanpzq
1´x tanpzq .
On the other hand it is well known that all derivatives of tangent and cotangent can be expressed
as certain polynomials, see the side note [29, Page 287]) and the recent studies [32, 33, 15, 20].
To be specific,
dn
dθn
tan θ “ Pnptan θq
dn
dθn
cot θ “ p´1qnPnpcot θq
The generating function is easily derived from the Taylor series
tanpθ ` zq “
8ÿ
n“0
Pnptan θq
n!
zn “ tan θ ` tan z
1´ tan θ tan z
to be
P px, zq “
8ÿ
n“0
Pnpxqz
n
n!
“ x` tan z
1´ x tan z .
Comparing the generating functions we find that
xP px, zq “ p1` x2qT px, zq ` x2,
and from this we conclude that
xPnpxq “ p1` x2qTnpxq,
for n ě 1, see also [20]. Note that Pnpxq is divisible by p1 ` x2q because of the recurrence
relation
Pnpxq “ p1` x2qP 1n´1pxq, P0pxq “ x,
see [29, (6.95)].
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The tangent numbers are complemented by the secant numbers. Together they form the se-
quence of En of Euler zigzag numbers which are the Taylor coefficients of the function
tanpzq ` secpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
En
n!
zn.
These numbers are also called up-down numbers [17] or snake numbers [9, 33] and appear in
several different contexts, see for example [28, 8, 54, 55] or Andre´’s theorem [3]. In the proof
of Theorem 6.8 we use fact that certain trigonometric sums can be represented as polynomials
in n. It was shown in [16], that
nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1 cot2m´1 p2k ´ 1qpi
4n
“
mÿ
j“1
am,jn
2j´1,(6.6)
nÿ
k“1
cot2m
p2k ´ 1qpi
4n
“ p´1qmn`
mÿ
j“1
bm,jn
2j,(6.7)
where am,m “ 22m´2p2m´2q!E2m´2, bm,m “ 2
2m´1
p2m´1q!E2m´1 and En are the Euler zigzag numbers defined
above. For further investigations of cotangent sums see our companion paper [27].
6.3. The generalized tetilla law. Let us first consider the distribution of a finite sum of
commutators. Motivated by [23] we propose the following definition.
Definition 6.2. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Asa with n ě 2 be a free family of semicircular random
variables of variance one. The law of the random variable
řn
k,j“1 ipXkXj ´XjXkq is called the
generalized tetilla law with n degrees of freedom. We denote this distribution by Tn.
Proposition 6.3. The generalized tetilla law with n degrees of freedom has the following prop-
erties.
(1) It is ‘-infinitely divisible with discrete Le´vy measure ν “ δcotp pi2nq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δcotp pi2n`n´1n piq;
(2) It is symmetric, and its even cumulants are
Kr “ p´1qr{2n´ p´1qr{22r
ÿ
j0,j1,j2,...,jrě0
j0`j1`j2`¨¨¨`jr“r{2
n2j0p22j0 ´ 1q
rź
p“0
B2jp
p2jpq! ,
where Bj, j ě 0, denotes the j-th Bernoulli number.
Proof. Symmetry and ‘-infinite divisibility follow directly from Theorem 4.4. The cumulants
can be computed using formula (2.20) and evaluate to
Kr
`
i
nÿ
k,j“1
pXkXj ´XjXkq
˘ “ TrpArnq where An “ r 0 i´i 0 sn .
The eigenvalues of the matrix An were computed in Lemma 6.1 and they are λk “ cot
`
pi
2n
` k
n
pi
˘
for k P t0, . . . , n´1u (including repeated eigenvalues), hence for even r formula (2.20) evaluates
to
Kr
` nÿ
k,j“1
ipXkXj ´XjXkq
˘ “ n´1ÿ
k“0
cotr
ˆ
pi
2n
` k
n
pi
˙
“
2n´1ÿ
k“1
cotr
ˆ
k
2n
pi
˙
´
n´1ÿ
k“1
cotr
ˆ
k
n
pi
˙
,
The evaluation of sums of trigonometric functions of this kind have been studied extensively.
In our case we appeal to a result of Berndt and Yeap [13, Corollary 2.2] which asserts that for
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any positive integer m the identity
(6.8)
n´1ÿ
k“1
cot2m
kpi
n
“ np´1qm ´ p´1qm22m
ÿ
j0,j1,j2,...,j2mě0
j0`j1`j2`¨¨¨`j2m“m
n2j0
2mź
p“0
B2jp
p2jpq! ,
holds.

6.4. A Central Limit Theorem for commutators and anticommutators.
Theorem 6.4 (Free generalized tangent law). Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Asa be free centered copies
of a random variable with finite non-zero variance 1, then for any a, b P R with a2 ` b2 “ 1
and b ‰ 0, the limit law
Qn “ 1
n
nÿ
k,j“1
kăj
`
apXkXj `XjXkq ` ibpXkXj ´XjXkq
˘ distrÝÝÝÑ Y,
has R-transform
RY pzq “ tanpbzq
b´ a tanpbzq .
The free cumulants are given by
KrpY q “ br´1Trpa{bq
r!
“ b
ra
r!
Prpa{bq “ p´1qr b
ra
r!
cotprqpαq.
where α “ arccotpa{bq and Prpxq, Trpxq are defined in Section 6.2.
Proof. The system matrix is 1
n
An “ 1n
“
0 a`ib
a´ib 0
‰
n
from Lemma 6.1 and its characteristic poly-
nomial is
χnpλq “ wpλ`
sw
n
qn ´ swpλ` w
n
qn
w ´ sw
where w “ a` bi. The cumulant generating function
RQnpzq “
8ÿ
k“1
TrpAknq
nk
zk´1,
can be obtained from the logarithmic derivative of the characteristic polynomial. Indeed if we
factorize the characteristic polynomial χnpλq “śni“1pλ´ λiq then
χ1npλq
χnpλq “
nÿ
i“1
1
λ´ λi
and
1
z
χ1np1{zq
χnp1{zq “
8ÿ
k“0
nÿ
i“1
λki z
k “ n` zRQnpzq.
In our case
χ1npλq
χnpλq “ n
wpλ` sw
n
qn´1 ´ swpλ` w
n
qn´1
wpλ` sw
n
qn ´ swpλ` w
n
qn
and
RQnpzq “ 1z
ˆ
1
z
χ1np1{zq
χnp1{zq ´ n
˙
“ n
z
ˆ
wp1` z sw
n
qn´1 ´ swp1` zw
n
qn´1
wp1` z sw
n
qn ´ swp1` zw
n
qn ´ 1
˙
“ ´ |w|2 p1`
z sw
n
qn´1 ´ p1` zw
n
qn´1
wp1` z sw
n
qn ´ swp1` zw
n
qn ,
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and the limit is
lim
nÑ8RQnpzq “ RY pzq “ ´ |w|
2 e
z sw ´ ezw
wez sw ´ swezw ,
and finally substituting w “ a` ib (|w| “ 1), we get
“ ´ exppzpa´ ibqq ` exppzpa` ibqqpa` ibq exppzpa´ ibqq ´ pa´ ibq exppzpa` ibqq
“ 2i sinpbzq´2ipa sinpbzq ´ b cospbzqq “
tanpbzq
b´ a tanpbzq .
Thus the R-transform can be expressed in terms of the generating function of the higher order
tangent numbers (6.5) as Rpzq “ 1
a
T pa{b, bzq. The rest follows from simple manipulations using
the combinatorics of tangent numbers discussed in Section 6.2. 
Remark 6.5. There is another proof in terms of Newton’s identities, also known as the Newton-
Girard formulae, which provide a relation between two types of symmetric polynomials, namely
between power sums and elementary symmetric polynomials. Observe that
χnpλq “
nÿ
j“0
λj
ˆ
n
j
˙ˆpa` ibqpa´ ibqj ´ pa´ ibqpa` ibqj
2ib
˙
“:
nÿ
j“0
λjcj,
whose n zeros are the numbers λk “ b cot α`kpin ´ a, k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u. Let snr “ λr1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λrn.
By Newton’s formulas for roots of a polynomial, we have for r P N
snr ` snr´1c1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sn1ck´1 ` kck “ 0 for k P t1, . . . , n` 1u.
Dividing both sides of above equation by nr, and pass with n to infinity for every fixed k we
get
k´1ÿ
j“0
s˜r´j
ˆpa` ibqpa´ ibqj ´ pa´ ibqpa` ibqj
2ibj!
˙
` k
ˆpa` ibqpa´ ibqk ´ pa´ ibqpa` ibqk
2ibk!
˙
“ 0,
where s˜r “ limnÑ8 snr {nr. Recall that RY pzq “
ř8
r“0 s˜r`1z
r and by using Cauchy product of
two infinite series, we see
RY pzq
ˆ
1` pa` ibq
2ib
pexppzpa´ ibqq ´ 1q ´ pa´ ibq
2ib
pexppzpa` ibqq ´ 1q
˙
“ ´pa` ibqpa´ ibq
2ib
exppzpa´ ibqq ` pa´ ibqpa` ibq
2ib
exppzpa` ibqq,
which after a simple computation can be written in the desired form.
Remark 6.6. From Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 6.4 for CN “ 1NXN
“
0 a`bi
a´ib 0
‰
N
XN we
obtain a random matrix approximation of the following moment generating function (under
unnormalized trace)
lim
NÑ8MCN pzq “ 1`
z tanpbzq
b´ a tanpbzq .
6.5. The free tangent and zigzag laws. In this subsection we indicate yet another method
to prove the limit theorem 6.4 in some special cases, namely sums of commutators and anticom-
mutators. These are interesting because up to rescaling the limit cumulants are equal to the
tangent numbers and Euler’s zigzag numbers. According to Theorem 5.1, in the above proofs
we can restrict our sums to pair partitions and then the sums are simply traces of powers of
the matrix.
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Corollary 6.7 (Free tangent law). Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Asa be free copies of a random variable
with finite non-zero variance 1, then
Qn “ 1
n
nÿ
k,j“1
ipXkXj ´XjXkq distrÝÝÝÑ Y,
where RY pzq “ tanpzq. We call limit law µY the free tangent law.
Proof. First observe that by virtue of the cancellation phenomenon we may assume without
loss of generality that Xi are centered and moreover by Remark 5.2 that they are semicircular.
This means that it suffices to compute the corresponding limit for the generalized tetilla law
with n degrees of freedom. By Proposition 6.3, for even r the limit
lim
nÑ8KrpQnq “ limnÑ8
p´1qr{2`12rnrp2r ´ 1qBr{r!`Opnr´2q
nr
“ p´1qr{2`12
rp2r ´ 1qBr
r!
.
leads us back to the tangent numbers (6.4) and we conclude that
lim
nÑ8RQnpzq “ tanpzq.

Proposition 6.8 (Free zigzag law). Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Asa be free copies of a centered
random variable with finite non-zero variance 1, then
Qn “ 1
2n
nÿ
k,l“1
kăl
`
XkXl `XlXk ` ipXkXl ´XlXkq
˘ distrÝÝÝÑ Y,
where RY pzq “ 12ptanpzq ` secpzq ´ 1q. The density of this law is shown in Fig. 13.
Proof. Applying Lemma 6.1 to the matrix An “ 12
“
0 1´i
1`i 0
‰
n
, we obtain its eigenvalues as
λk “ ´1
2
cot
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
´ 1
2
, for k P t1, . . . , nu,
because α “ arccotp´1q “ ´pi
4
and we shifted the range of k as t0, . . . , n ´ 1u Ñ t1, . . . , nu.
First we show that we can relate equations (6.6) and (6.7) to the sum
řn
k“1 cot
r
`´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˘
.
Indeed
nÿ
k“1
cotr
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
“
tn{2uÿ
k“1
cotr
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
`
nÿ
k“tn{2u`1
cotr
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
using cotp´ pi
4n
` k
n
piq “ ´ cotp pi
4n
` n´k
n
piq for the last sum, we get
“
tn{2uÿ
k“1
cotr
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
`
n´tn{2u´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qr cotr
ˆ
pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
“
$&%´
řn
k“1p´1qk´1 cotr
´
p2k´1qpi
4n
¯
if r is odd,řn
k“1 cot
r
´
p2k´1qpi
4n
¯
if r is even.
By binomial theorem applied for r ě 2, we see that
nÿ
k“1
ˆ
´ cot
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
´ 1
˙r
“ p´1qr
rÿ
j“0
ˆ
r
j
˙˜ nÿ
k“1
cotr´j
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙¸
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and from equations (6.6), (6.7) and initial calculations we can further write
“ p´1qr
nÿ
k“1
cotr
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
`Opnr´1q
and once again from (6.6) and (6.7), we see
“ Er´1pr ´ 1q!2
r´1nr `Opnr´1q.
Finally for r ě 2, we get
K˜r “ lim
nÑ8KrpQnq
“ lim
nÑ8
1
nr
nÿ
k“1
λrk “ lim
nÑ8
1
p2nqr
nÿ
k“1
ˆ
´ cot
ˆ
´ pi
4n
` k
n
pi
˙
´ 1
˙r
“ Er´1
2pr ´ 1q! .
For r “ 1 we just calculate K˜1 “ 12n Tr
`“
0 1´i
1`i 0
‰
n
˘ “ 0. Thus we get desired R-transform
RY pzq “
8ÿ
r“0
K˜r`1zr “ 1
2
8ÿ
r“1
Er
r!
zr “ tanpzq ` secpzq ´ 1
2
.

Remark 6.9. The above results coincide with Theorem 6.4. Indeed, if we use use the scaling
appropriate for Theorem 6.4, i.e., 1?
2n
, then
R?2Y pzq “
tanp?2zq ` secp?2zq ´ 1?
2
by the identity tanpzq ` secpzq “ 1`tanpz{2q
1´tanpz{2q , we have
“ tanpz{
?
2q
1{?2´ tanpz{?2q{?2 .
It is interesting to compare the power series expansion of Theorem 6.4 for a “ b “ 1?
2
with
tanp?2zq`secp?2zq´1?
2
, because it shows the identity
n´1ÿ
k“0
T pk`1qn “ 2n´1En.
This provides a new answer to a question of Carlitz and Scoville [18, equ. (2.19) on p. 418] who
assert that “the numbers
řn´1
k“0 T
pk`1q
n are not easily evaluated”; see [21, Prop. 6] for another
proof. This sequence is catalogued as A000828 in Sloane’s database [52] and the numbers are
half of the Euler numbers of type B, see [41].
6.6. Spectral radius, density and Le´vy-Khinchin representation of the tangent laws.
6.6.1. The spectral radius of the tangent law.
Proposition 6.10. The spectral radius of the tangent law (the limit law of Corollary 6.7) is
given by
ρ “ 1
W
p1`?1´W2q » 2.2644374158937358461
where W « 0.7390851332 is the iterated cosine constant, i.e., the unique fixed point of the
equation x “ cosx.
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Proof. Since the moments are nonnegative, Pringsheim’s theorem (see [56, Sec. 7.21] or [42,
Sec. 3.6]) implies that the principal singularity of the Cauchy transform lies on the positive real
axis and the spectral radius can be computed as
ρ “ inf
tą0Kptq
see [62, Ch. 9.C].
In order to compute the minimum of the function
Kptq “ 1
t
` tan t
we compute the roots of its derivative
K 1ptq “ ´ 1
t2
` 1
cos2 t
.
The unique root satisfies the equation cos2 t “ t2, i.e., t “ ˘W and thus
ρ “ 1
W
` sinW
cosW
“ 1
W
´
1`?1´W2
¯

Remark 6.11. The number W (Armenian letter “ayb”) comes up from time to time in the
literature, starting at least back in the 19th century in the 4th edition of Bertrands Traite´
d’alge`bre [14], continuing with numerical efforts by T.H. Miller [44] and the dedicated inves-
tigation by G.B. Arakelian [5]. This number is well known among generations of high school
students who saw it appear on their electronic calculators when they started to repeatedly press
the “cos” button during boring math classes, see [37, 50] for discussions.
6.6.2. The spectral radius of the generalized free tangent laws.
Proposition 6.12. The spectral radius of the generalized limit law from Theorem 6.4 for a`ib “
eiα, where 0 ă α ă pi is given by
ρα “ 1
Wα
psinα ` sinWαq
where Wα is the unique solution x of the equation
x “ sinpα ´ xq.
The dependency of the spectral radius on the parameter α is shown in Figure 11.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 6.10, the objective function now being
Kptq “ 1
t
` tan bt
b´ a tan bt “
1
t
` sin bt
sinα cos bt´ cosα sin bt “
1
t
` sin bt
sinpα ´ btq .
Its derivative is
K 1ptq “ ´ 1
t2
` sin
2 α
sin2pα ´ btq
and setting x “ bt the infimum is attained at the unique positive solution of the equation
x “ sinpα ´ xq.

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Figure 11. The spectral radius of the generalized free tangent laws
6.6.3. The Le´vy measure of the tangent law. The tangent function is a prominent positive
definite function, see [24], and it is a fundamental example of Nevanlinna functions. Thus
the free tangent law is ‘-infinitely divisible and its Le´vy measure can be computed using the
methodology from Section 2. To this end we consider the Voiculescu transform φpzq “ tanp1
z
q.
The nontangential limit of its imaginary part is
lim
Ñ0`
Imφpx` iq “ lim
Ñ0`
Im tan
ˆ
1
x` i
˙
“ 0
and thus the Le´vy measure has no absolutely continuous part. In order to determine the atoms
we compute the nontangential limits (2.7). Now
lim
Ñ0`
i tan
ˆ
1
x` i
˙
“ 0
whenever x is not a pole of tanp1{xq, i.e., x ‰ 1pi
2
`kpi , k P Z. On the other hand for x “ 1pi
2
`kpi
we get via de L’Hospital’s rule
lim
Ñ0`
i tan
ˆ
1
x` i
˙
“ lim
Ñ0`
i
cot
`
1
x`i
˘ “ lim
Ñ0`
i
´1
cos2p 1x`iq
´i
px`iq2
“ x2.
Finally from (2.7) we infer that the Le´vy measure is given by
νptxuq “
#
1 for x “ 2
npi
with n P Z odd,
0 otherwise.
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Alternatively, this result can be verified as follows. From the well-known identity
ř
nPN odd
1
n2
“
pi2
8
we conclude that the tangent distribution has free characteristic triplet p0, 0, νq and we have
Cµpzq “
ż
R
ˆ
1
1´ xz ´ 1´ xz1t|x|ă1upxq
˙
νpdxq
“
ż
R
ˆ pxzq2
1´ xz
˙
νpdxq
“
ÿ
nPZ odd
1
1´ 2z
npi
4z2
n2pi2
“
ÿ
nPN odd
2
1´ 4z2
n2pi2
4z2
n2pi2
“
ÿ
nPN odd
8z2
n2pi2 ´ 4z2 .
Now Euler’s well known partial fraction expansion of the contangent function [2, Ch. 25]
cot z “ 1
z
`
8ÿ
k“1
2z
z2 ´ k2pi2
immediately yields a similar expansion for the tangent function
tan z “ cot z ´ 2 cot 2z “
8ÿ
k“1
8z
p2k ´ 1q2pi2 ´ 4z2
for z ‰ 0 and thus indeed 1
z
Cµpzq “ tanpzq.
6.6.4. The Le´vy measure of the generalized tangent laws. The corresponding Le´vy measure in
the general case is supported on the points x “ b
arctanpb{aq`kpi for k P Z, with weight 1. This
follows from the fact that limÑ0` i
tanp b
x`i q
b´a tanp b
x`i q
“ x2. We leave the formal proof to the reader.
6.6.5. The density of the tangent law. The free characteristic triplet of the free tangent law is
a “ 0 and νpRq “ 1 and it follows from the criterion [30, Theorem 3.4 part (2)] that the free
tangent law is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Moreover, Huang (see
[34, Theorem 3.10] or [35]) derived a formula for the absolutely continuous part µac by using
the transform F´1µ pzq “ z ` tanp1z q. Define a continuous map on R by
vµpxq : “ infty ą 0 | ImpF´1µ px` iyqq ą 0u
“ inf
!
y ą 0 | y ´ sinh
2y
x2`y2
cosh 2y
x2`y2 ` cos 2xx2`y2
ą 0
)
.
Huang proved that we can define ψµpxq “ F´1µ px ` ivµpxqq, for x P R, which is a homeomor-
phism of R and then we have
dµac
dx
pψµpxqq “ vµpxq
pipx2 ` v2µpxqq .
The densities of the free tangent law and the free zigzag laws are shown in Figures 12 and 13;
the densities of the generalized free tangent laws for 0 ă α ă pi are shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 12. Density of the free tangent law
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Figure 13. Density of the free zigzag law
6.6.6. Bercovici-Pata bijection. An important connection between free and classical infinite
divisibility was established by Bercovici and Pata [11] in the form of a bijection Λ from the
class of classical infinitely divisible laws to the class of free infinitely divisible laws. The easiest
way to define the B-P bijection is as follows. Let µ be a probability measure in IDp˚q having all
moments, and consider its sequence cn of classical cumulants. Then the map Λ can be defined
as the mapping that sends µ to the probability measure on R with free cumulants cn.
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Figure 14. Densities of the generalized free tangent laws depending on α
The inverse image of the free tangent law under the Bercovici-Pata bijection has the following
characteristic function
logEpexppzXqq “
8ÿ
n“1
p´1qn`12
2np22n ´ 1qB2n
p2nq!
z2n
p2nq!
and using Euler’s identity ζp2nq “ p´1qn`1p2piq2nB2n
2p2nq! this is
“ 2
8ÿ
n“1
ζp2nq
p2nq!
ˆ
2z
pi
˙2n
´ 2
8ÿ
n“1
ζp2nq
p2nq!
´ z
pi
¯2n
now using the expansion
8ÿ
n“1
ζp2nq
p2nq! z
2n “
8ÿ
n“1
ř8
k“1 1{k2n
p2nq! z
2n “
8ÿ
k“1
8ÿ
n“1
1
p2nq!
´z
k
¯2n “ 8ÿ
k“1
pcoshpz{kq ´ 1q
we get further
“ 2
8ÿ
n“1
ˆ
cosh
ˆ
2z
pin
˙
´ 1
˙
´ 2
8ÿ
n“1
´
cosh
´ z
pin
¯
´ 1
¯
“ 2
ÿ
nPN odd
ˆ
cosh
ˆ
2z
pin
˙
´ 1
˙
.
Thus by using coshpitq “ cosptq, we obtain the characteristic function
EpexppitXqq “ exp
«
2
ÿ
nPN odd
ˆ
cos
ˆ
2t
pin
˙
´ 1
˙ff
“
ź
nPN odd
exp
„
2
ˆ
cos
ˆ
2t
pin
˙
´ 1
˙
Note that expp2 cosptq ´ 2q is the characteristic function of Skellam distribution X, i.e.,
P pX “ kq “ P pX “ ´kq “ Ikp2q
expp2q for k P N,
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where In is n-th modified Bessel function of the first kind see [51]. Hence exp
“
2
`
cos
`
2t
pin
˘´ 1˘‰
is the characteristic function of the random variable 2
npi
X and we conclude that the classical
distribution corresponding to the free tangent law under the B-P bijection is the law of the
random variable
ř
nPN odd X˜n, where X˜n are independent random variables such that X˜n has
the same distribution as 2
npi
X, n P N odd.
6.7. The trace method for tangent numbers and the Riemann zeta function. Propo-
sition 6.3 and Corollary 6.7 lead to another new fact about the tangent numbers Tn, the Euler
zigzag numbers En, the Riemann zeta function and the Bernoulli numbers for even values,
namely
Tk “ lim
nÑ8
p2k ´ 1q! Tr ` r 0 i´i 0 s2kn ˘
n2k
, Ek “ lim
nÑ8
k! Tr
` “
0 1`i
1´i 0
‰k`1
n
˘
2knk`1
,
ζp2kq “ lim
nÑ8
pi2k Tr
` r 0 i´i 0 s2kn ˘
2n2kp22k ´ 1q , B2k “ limnÑ8
p2kq! Tr ` r 0 i´i 0 s2kn ˘
p´1qk`122kp22k ´ 1qn2k for k P N.
Approximation of the values of the Riemann zeta function for even integers is a popular theme,
see [61, 4, 22]. It would be particularly interesting to obtain approximations for odd integers
as well, but for this one would have to compute the singular values of the matrix An.
6.8. Sums of anticommutators. Instead of the sums of commutators one can also consider
sums of the anti-commutators 1
n
řn
iăjpXiXj `XjXiq for free even random variables. Contrary
to the case n “ 1, where the distribution of the anticommutator XY ` Y X coincides with
the distribution of the commutator ipXY ´ Y Xq [48, Remark 19.8 (3)], this leads to new
distributions for n ě 3 and subsequently also in the limit as n tends to infinity. Indeed the
spectrum of the corresponding matrix An “ r 0 11 0 sn consists of the two eigenvalues λ “ ´1 and
λ “ n ´ 1 with respective multiplicities n ´ 1 and 1. Thus in the limit the rth cumulant is
equal to
lim
nÑ8
p´1qrpn´ 1q ` pn´ 1qr
nr
“
#
1 for r ‰ 1
0 for r “ 1.
This corresponds to the Marchenko-Pastur (or free Poisson) distribution. Observe that we can
reconstruct the Marchenko-Pastur distribution from Theorem 6.4 by passing to the limit
lim
bÑ0
tanpbzq
b´˘?1´ b2 tanpbzq “ limbÑ0
sinpbzq
bz
cospbzq
z
´˘?1´ b2 sinpbzq
bz
“ z
1´˘z ,
which is the R-transform of the free Poisson distribution.
Such interpolations have attracted some attention in connection with random matrices. As an
application of Corollary 5.5 we present an interpolation on the unit circle w “ eiα, α P r0, 2piq
between the Marchenko-Pastur law [43] α “ 0, free tangent law α “ pi
2
and free zigzag law
α “ pi
4
in the context of random matrices
lim
MÑ8 limNÑ8
1
M
XNˆNM
”
r 0 ww 0 sM b PN
ı
X˚NˆNM “ Y
where RY pzq “ tanpz ImwqImw´Rew tanpz Imwq . Thus we are led to measures which might be called general-
ized Marchenko-Pastur laws.
6.9. Free skew-symmetric laws.
Definition 6.13. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Asa be a free family of semicircular random variables
with variance one and A “ rai,jsni,j“1 P MnpCq be a selfadjoint matrix such that A “ ´AT .
The law of the random variable
řn
k,j“1 ak,jpXkXj ´ XjXkq is called the free skew-symmetric
distribution with matrix A.
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Proposition 6.14. A distribution µ is free skew-symmetric with matrix A if and only if µ can
be decomposed as a free convolution of rescaled tetilla distributions
µ “ Dλ1pT2q‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘Dλtn{2upT2q,
where the scale parameters λi are the positive eigenvalues of A and the dilation Dr is defined
as DrpνqpAq “ νpA{rq if r ‰ 0 and D0pνqpAq “ δ0. t ¨ u is the floor function which rounds down
to the nearest integer.
Proof. Let A be a selfadjoint skew-symmetric matrix and and µ the corresponding distribution.
Assume first that n is even. Recall that iA is a real skew-symmetric matrix so the nonzero
eigenvalues of this matrix are ˘iλ1, . . . ,˘iλn{2. It is possible to bring every skew-symmetric
matrix to a block diagonal form by an orthogonal transformation, see for example [63]. To be
specific, every nˆn real skew-symmetric matrix can be written in the form iA “ QΣQT where
Q is orthogonal and
(6.9) Σ “
»————–
0 λ1 . . . 0 0
´λ1 0 . . . 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 . . . 0 λn{2
0 0 . . . ´λn{2 0
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
for real λk. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Asa be as in Definition 6.13, then we have
nÿ
k,j“1
ak,jpXkXj ´XjXkq “ ´i
“
X1 . . . Xn
‰
iA
“
X1 . . . Xn
‰T
“ ´i “X1 . . . Xn‰QΣQT “X1 . . . Xn‰T
now by [31, Theorem 3.5] the vector
“
Y1 . . . Yn
‰
:“ “X1 . . . Xn‰Q is a free family of
semicircular random variables with variance one and we obtain a linear combination of free
tetilla elements
“ λ1ipY2Y1 ´ Y1Y2q ` λ2ipY4Y3 ´ Y3Y4q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λn{2ipYnYn´1 ´ Yn´1Ynq.
For the converse, just pick the matrix Σ from (6.9).
In the odd-dimensional the same orthogonal decomposition is true but in this case Σ always
has at least one row and column of zeros which does not contribute. 
Corollary 6.15. 1. Every free skew-symmetric distribution with system matrix A of odd degree
n can be represented as a skew-symmetric distribution of even degree n ´ 1. In particular
the generalized tetilla law with 3 degrees of freedom can be obtained by a dilation from the
tetilla law as
T3 “ D?3pT2q,
the corresponding eigenvalues being cotppi
6
q “ ?3, cotppi
2
q “ 0 and cotp5pi
6
q “ ´?3.
2. Every free skew-symmetric distribution µ is a compound free Poisson distribution. Indeed, T2
has a free compound Poisson distribution with symmetric jump distribution δ´1 ` δ1. From
Proposition 6.14 (with the same designation) we infer that µ has free compound Poisson
distribution with symmetric jump distribution
δλ1 ` δ´λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δ´λtn{2u ` δλtn{2u .
Consequently every free compound Poisson variable with symmetric jump distribution sup-
ported on a finite set can be modeled as a sum of free commutators.
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